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Motivation
• Modern search engines no longer simply return links to relevant webpages. Often, the
most relevant result in response to a user query has a semi-structured format.

Main Idea

Observations

• Problem: The context required to fully understand a web table is often distributed among
many different elements on the page. How should these pieces be found and stitched together
to form a high-quality title?
• Idea: Train a seq2seq model to learn when to copy tokens from the table/page metadata and
when to generate tokens from its vocabulary.
• Result: The copy mechanism helps the title stay relevant (e.g., using the appropriate rare
entities) while the generation mechanism helps it stay readable (e.g., by connecting short
nouns and phrases with the appropriate articles, prepositions, conjunctions, etc.)

• Observation 1: Most captions in the wild (text in a <caption> tag) make lousy titles.
They are often either too verbose (e.g., a multi-sentence caption for an academic figure)
or just one link in a long chain of relevant pieces of information, as shown below:

Out-of-vocab (OOV) words can
only be copied, not generated

Metadata from the web table and its surrounding
context are scraped, tagged, and joined

• However, separating a table from its original context removes important clues that
help a user interpret its contents and trust its relevance. Descriptive titles provide
this crucial missing context.

Nicole Eggert (born January 13, 1972) is an American actress…

Rocky Academy Award Nominations (1977)

vs

• We demonstrate how a model can be trained to automatically generate (and not
merely extract) high-quality, descriptive titles for web tables using their surrounding
metadata.

Dataset
• Data: To train and test our model, we collected a dataset of 10,102 web tables from
1384 domains, a subset of the tables returned as featured snippets to user queries
on Google over a span of five months from January-May 2017.
• Labels: Each table in the dataset was shown (in context) to three crowdworkers,
who proposed titles. If the same title was suggested by more than one
crowdworker, use that one; otherwise, use the most descriptive title (as measured
by word length).

90%

The percent of crowdsourced titles containing at least one
proper noun: proper handling of proper nouns is very
important for title generation.

83%

The percent of crowdsourced titles that were composed
rather than copied (i.e., the title did not occur verbatim
anywhere on the page).

45%

The percent of crowdsourced titles containing
Out-of-Vocab (OOV) words for a vocabulary of ~18k tokens
from ~8k tables.

• Failed Attempts: Before paying crowdworkers to generate our training set, we
attempted to build training sets using heuristics:
• Heuristic 1: Use as titles the search queries that led users to the table
• Problem: Many pages have more than one table; which one answered the query?
• Heuristic 2: Use as titles the contents of the <caption> tag
• Problem: Most captions make lousy titles (see Observations)

The ideal title for this web table
doesn’t occur verbatim anywhere on the page,
though all the necessary pieces are present

Flattened Input:
#page_title __nicole__ __eggert__ - wikipedia
#section_headings __nicole__ __eggert__
#section_headings filmography [ edit ]
#section_headings television [ edit ]
#column_headers year
The model learns to “cut and
#column_headers title
paste,” ignoring irrelevant filler
tokens (e.g., “edit”) and adding
#column_headers role
glue words as necessary
#column_headers notes
Generated Output:
nicole eggert television roles The metadata suggests a topic
but the model learns to generate
the appropriate variant

Some, but not all metadata fields are
represented in the final title

Model
• Inputs: Scrape metadata from web tables and their surrounding context to try to capture all
the relevant pieces of an appropriate title.

• Observation 2: An artifact of using token-wise log-likelihood as the loss function
results in tokens often being repeated back-to-back.
• For example, if the model is unsure whether the title will be “Highest Salaries of NBA
Players” or “Highest Salaries in the NBA”, it may generate the title “Highest
Salaries NBA NBA NBA” to be sure to get credit for the “NBA” token.
• Solution: Restrict the model to only use each token a maximum of once per title.
• Result: Instant 4.5 ROUGE score boost.
• 95% of our crowdsourced titles have no duplicate tokens to begin with.
• Many valid titles with duplicate tokens can be paraphrased (e.g., “List of Mayors
of Chicago” → “List of Chicago Mayors”).

Results
• Human Evaluation: Evaluators assessed the readability and relevance of 200 titles
on a held-out test split.

• Observation: Interestingly, the actual contents of the table (other than header rows)
contain very little relevant information for title generation.
• Baselines: We explored using the page title or nearest section heading directly, as
well as limiting our model to only copy or only generate. We also compared to humangenerated titles.

• Architecture: We use a pointer-generator network, a seq2seq model with a learned
soft switch that dictates how much it favors words from the input vs words from its
vocabulary.

• Summary: The generator alone is readable (good language model) but irrelevant,
and the copier alone is relevant (good entity tagger) but unreadable. A model
equipped with both does better on both metrics and approaches human performance.

